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Welcome

 Pledge of Allegiance

 Recognition

 Team USA



Sponsors

 Thank you to our most recent sponsor:  



InfraGard Mission

 The mission of InfraGard is to promote ongoing dialogue 

and timely communication between members and the FBI 

specifically concerning the security of, vulnerabilities in, and 

threats to critical infrastructure entities.



FBI Director Wray

 Four Pillars

 Process

 Brand

 Innovation

 Partnership



Albany InfraGard Members Alliance

• Over 40,000 square miles

• 2 states, 46 counties

• 425 members



Get Involved

 Join the Chapter – Look for InfraGard Members Today

 www.InfraGard.org

 Become a Member of the Patriots Circle

 InfraGard Patriots Circle (infragardnational.org)

 Sponsor our Chapter – Ensure greater access to Information to all to 

help defend out Nation.

 2020-Sponsorship-Guide.pdf (infragardalbany.org)

 InfraGard Pins here today --

https://www.infragardnational.org/infragard-patriots-circle/
https://www.infragardalbany.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/2020-Sponsorship-Guide.pdf


Albany IMA Board of Directors 

Devi Momot — President

Gary Hoover — Vice President

Jeffrey Wilson — Secretary

Michael Britton — Treasurer

John Griffin — Member at Large

Corey Hovak — Member at Large

SSA Michael Dwyer, FBI PSC and InfraGard Coordinator

Email Us at: Board@InfraGardAlbany.org

mailto:%20Board@InfraGardAlbany.org


TEAM USA

 When any organization suffers, we all suffer. 



Successful cyber defense requires all of us

“We are used to defending our Country in kinetic 
war primarily with Gov defense…today we are 
defending the country in cyber too…we are all 
part of that defense.”

-Dr. Ron Ross

NIST Fellow, Information Technology Laboratory, NIST



Incident Response methodology

The mnemonic 'PICERL' consists of six steps:

1. Preparation

2. Identification

3. Containment

4. Eradication

5. Recovery

6. Lessons Learned



Prepare

 Preparation Phase Prepare for major incidents before they occur to 

mitigate any impact on the organization. 

CISA-Cybersecurity Incident & Vulnerability Response



Are you prepared?

 Security incidents are often attributed to inadequate time spent 
Preparing -

 Today we will help you to begin or continue your preparation….enjoy 
the day!



INFRAGARD AND PRIVATE SECTOR 

COORDINATOR



FBI – InfraGard 



SPONSORSHIPS

Thank you to our InfraGard Albany Sponsors

Albany Members Alliance



Panelists

Johnny Griffin, Board Member-at-Large and Sector Chief Coordinator, InfraGard Albany Members Alliance , 

IT Sector Chief

David Hinsdale, Special Agent, FBI Cyber Squad Albany Field Office

Corey Hovak, Board Member-at-Large, InfraGard Albany Members Alliance, New York State Intelligence 

Center, Cyber Analysis Unit

Rich Ingersoll, Health Sector Chief, InfraGard Albany

Devi Momot, Communications Sector Chief, President InfraGard Albany Members Alliance

Alex Vargas, FBI Computer Scientist

Brian Gregoire, NYS Troopers Investigator, Task Force Officer, FBI, InfraGard Albany Members Alliance 

Emergency Services Sector Chief



And here’s Johnny!!



 This presentation has several components – tabletop-style cyber security 

walkthroughs and participation scenarios and a panel discussion.

 These are intended solely to provoke discussion among the attendees

 It’s perfectly fine (even optimal) if we don’t complete them due to an 

enormous volume of questions and comments from the attendees as we go 

along.

 The panel and support group today is composed of FBI agents and 

computer scientists. New York State Police investigators and intelligence 

analysts. FBI Cyber Task Force Officers. New York state cyber incident 

response team members. Private sector cyber security experts.



 All are here today as the vanguard for the Albany chapter of 

InfraGard.

 All are here today to share their time and experience.

 Please take full advantage of this opportunity to participate, ask 

questions, and share concerns.

 And join InfraGard. Become part of the community of practice.



ERIE COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER

April 9, 2017

ECMC spent nearly $10 million recovering from massive 
cyberattack

Erie County Medical Center: Anatomy of a ransomware attack





Erie County Medical Center

 At the time, ECMC shut down its computer network and 
implemented a backup plan, that was developed in case of a 
massive power outage, where staff switched to using paper 
files in order to keep operations under way. ECMC 
officials felt no patient information was compromised but 
admitted that having to use the paper system did slow 
down hospital operations.





Schuyler County

 Schuyler County lateSEPTEMBER 9, 2017

 Schuyler County latest victim to cyber hack

“The Schuyler County Sheriff’s Department, headquartered in Watkins 
Glen, had to get support from surrounding counties after the hacking 
temporarily crippled its 911 emergency system and ability to dispatch 
deputies to calls,”



City of Albany

March 30 2019

 Albany's repair cost after ransomware attack: $300,000

 Albany, N.Y. hit with ransomware attack, mayor says
 Computer systems in the City of Albany hit in Ransomware Attack



Albany County Airport

December 25 2020

 Albany Airport Pays Ransom After Its MSP Was Hit By 
Ransomware

 The attack came to light after MSP LogicalNet reported its own 
management services network had been breached, with the ransomware 
virus spreading to the Albany (N.Y.) County Airport Authority’s servers and 
backup servers.

 The Albany (N.Y.) International Airport paid a five-figure ransom to 
restore data access after getting hit with Sodinokibi
Ransomware over Christmas through its managed service 
provider.

https://www.crn.com/slide-shows/security/the-10-biggest-ransomware-attacks-of-2019


Town of Colonie

January 17, 2020

Town of Colonie falls victim to ransomware attack

Town of Colonie got hacked; looks to avoid paying 

ransomware demand of about $400,000



presenter1

password



sheriff

sheriff



toshiba

toshiba



mailman

goldie



barracuda

barracuda



administrator

police123



Ryuk - October 29, 2020

 Russian-speaking cybercriminals in recent days have 
launched a coordinated attack targeting U.S. hospitals 
already stressed by the coronavirus pandemic with ransomware 
that analysts worry could lead to fatalities.

 In the space of 24 hours beginning Monday, six hospitals from 
California to New York have been hit by the Ryuk
ransomware, which encrypts data on computer systems, 
forcing the hospitals in some cases to disrupt patient care 
and cancel noncritical surgeries, analysts said.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/coronavirus/?itid=lk_inline_manual_1


JBS Meat Plant

June 1, 2021

 The company was hacked in May by REvil, one of a number of 
Russian-speaking hacker gangs

 Meat supplier JBS paid ransomware hackers $11 
million

 Ransomware Disrupts Meat Plants in Latest Attack on Critical U.S. 
Business

 All of JBS’s beef plants in the U.S. were shuttered on Tuesday

 The breach at JBS was a ransomware attack, the White House said



Colonial Pipeline

 The Colonial Pipeline attack was the work of a ransomware operator 
called DarkSide, which Mr. Biden said was based in Russia.

 DarkSide, Blamed for Gas Pipeline Attack, Says It Is Shutting Down



Colonial Pipeline

 One password allowed hackers to disrupt Colonial Pipeline, CEO tells 
senators



Colonial Pipeline

The head of Colonial Pipeline told U.S. senators on 
Tuesday that hackers who launched last month’s 
cyber attack against the company and disrupted 
fuel supplies to the U.S. Southeast were able to 
get into the system by stealing a single password.



“stealing a single password”

 toshiba:toshiba

 sheriff:sheriff

 presenter1:password

 barracuda:barracuda

 mailman:goldie

 administrator:police123



News Article Wordcloud



More Critical Today Than Ever…

 Russia/Ukraine War Increases Spillover Risks of Global Cyberattacks

 The world is bracing for a global cyberwar as Russia invades Ukraine

 The Cybersecurity Risks of an Escalating Russia-Ukraine Conflict

 Officials urge New Yorkers to protect themselves from Russian cyber attacks

 US warns of cyberattacks amid Russia-Ukraine war





This Slide Intentionally Blank



Scenario: Ransomware

 Small, rural upstate public-safety entity.

 Users report applications behaving strangely, folders unavailable

 Users observe files all have an odd extension

 Entity calls intermittent IT consultant, shares observations.



Scenario: Ransomware

 Consultant states:

“That sounds like Ransomware. That’s way over my head. I can’t help 

you…”



Scenario: Ransomware

 Entity calls Albany FBI

 Outline standard on-scene evidence collection, triage.

 Considerations for imaging onsite, versus collecting devices and 

carrying back to Albany.

 Impact and potential service interruptions.

 FBI case office model for known variants.

 Difference between incident response and evidence collection, 

processing a cyber crime scene. 



Scenario: Ransomware

 No Managed Security Services (MSS)

 No logging

 Firewall is a Sonic Firewall dangling above head-level by an ethernet 
cable. From a hole in the ceiling.

 16 of 20 user devices (laptops, workstations) are encrypted, including 
the sole domain controller.

 Computer-assisted dispatch (CAD) system is impacted.

 Records search is impacted

 Entity’s Internet Service Provider (ISP) is Spectrum. 



Scenario: Ransomware

 What evidence sources are available?

 What are possible steps to start recovery and restoration?

 Flatten everything and buy new stuff?

 Hire a third-party IR company?





Tabletop Exercise: Admin Access 

 Albany FBI receives a tip from a historically credible 
source that network access, administrator-level 
credentials for your organization are for sale to the 
highest-bidder on a Russian-language hacker Dark 
Web forum.

 FBI reaches out to a state / local DFIR resource who 
contacts you and suggests an immediate Webex to 
share available information.

 It is Friday at approximately 6:00 PM.



Notes:

 This is loosely-based on an actual network intrusion from 2021. It is still 

an open, active federal investigation.

 I’m going to pick on Alex and Champlain Valley

 I wasn’t sure how many teams would be able to attend and 

participate. 



IT Director’s laptop: Confirmed



Admin-level Access: Confirmed



Decision Points

 IR contact recommends immediately meeting at your office / data 

center.

 IR contact suggests taking your laptop (depicted in hacker forum) back 

to forensic lab for analysis.



Response

 How do we stop the theft of our information?
 How long have they been there and how do we find 

out?
 Who needs to be notified?
 What has been stolen so far?
 Is IT team authorized to take containment steps that 

will have an operational impact, such as disabling 
accounts or taking key systems offline. 



Executive Flow

 What is the decision flow for taking organizations entire network 

offline?

 Does organization have a written Incident Response Plan?

 How will you communicate if the attacker can read your emails?

 Who should be notified?

 What is the role of IT at this time?

 Is this a data breach? Who decides?



IT Flow

 Is there a tool available to sweep the enterprise for file hashes, file 

names?

 Is there a tool available to enumerate scheduled tasks and installed 

services throughout the enterprise?

 What perimeter logging is in place? Firewall, NetFlow?

 Analysis discovers remote tunneling application on IT director laptop

 Event logs show attacker remotely accessing domain controllers

 Recommendation to rebuild domain controllers from scratch. 



What if?

 Despite the timely and efficient response efforts, an employee with an 

infected laptop comes into the office Monday and plugs it into the 

network.

 It has remote tunneling application left by attacker.

 Attacker leverages connection to restore access to enterprise network

 So..



Tabletop Exercise: Ransomware

 With the rise in ransomware, it’s crucial that your team 
reacts quickly and efficiently to stop the spread, 
preserve data, evaluate back-ups, evaluate ransom 
payments and much more. 

 Ransomware can be financially disastrous. Being 
prepared and closing any process and security gaps can 
minimize the damage.



Scenario:

 Ransom messages appear on computer screens. The IT 
team members rush to the office and find that the files 
on the server and workstation are all encrypted. 

 Attackers installed ransomware on shared server files 
and it’s still spreading.



Questions for Discussion:

 How do you contain and stop the spread?
 Do you have viable backups and system images?
 Would you ever consider paying the ransom, and who 

makes that decision?
 Is this covered by cyber insurance? (Do you have cyber 

insurance?)



Inject

 CEO receives a voicemail in which a digitally altered 
voice claims that they have stolen all the organization’s 
files and will release them publicly if a ransom is not 
paid.



Questions for Discussion:

 How can your organization be certain that your data 
has been stolen?

 What is your organization’s policy regarding ransom 
payments?

 Who should be notified?
 What is the role of IT at this time?
 Is this a data breach? Who decides?



Inject

 An internationally known cybersecurity journalist calls 
for a quote after hearing rumors on the dark web about 
the theft of your data. Do you comment? Who decides? 
Who issues the statement?



Further Discussion

 7 Questions Frequently Arise From Table Tops Scenarios



Who authorizes decisions?

 Often, the IT team was not sure if they were authorized 
to take containment steps that would have an 
operational impact, such as disabling accounts or 
taking key systems offline. 

 Further, they did not know who on the IR team could 
authorize such actions. Any confusion over decision-
making authority can create delays and increase the 
potential spread and overall impact of a security 
incident, since speed is essential for effective 
containment.



When do we escalate?

 Incident response testing can reveal communication gaps 
that need to be addressed. For example, the IT team at a 
small company insisted on investigating suspicious activity 
quite thoroughly before escalating this issue and letting the 
management team know something was going on. To their 
credit, the team wanted to be sure they could provide as 
much information as possible when informing 
management. However, the management team was 
insistent they wanted to be made aware of a potential 
incident right away, even if details were limited. When the IT 
Lead asked the CEO: “But what if it turns out to be 
nothing?” The CEO stood up and replied enthusiastically, 
“Well that will be wonderful!”



To pay or not to pay?

 Ransomware scenarios often lead to interesting 
discussions. Our consultants often see disagreement 
among management teams on whether or not to pay 
the ransom, often due to ethical objections to paying 
criminals. While debate is healthy and essential, an 
actual ransomware incident usually has a quick 
timeline for making decisions. It is not the time for 
extended discussion of ethical concerns and options. It 
is much better to have that conversation during a 
tabletop exercise, when your organization’s data 
operations are not actually at risk.



We have backups, right?

 During one incident response testing exercise, we 
found one organization had an unusually short back-up 
retention period – less than a week! We were not the 
only one who was surprised; the management team 
was under the impression that their retention periods 
were longer and followed best practices. Discussion 
during the exercise identified limited storage capacity 
as the problem and led to budgeting to support 
additional capacity.



Don’t we have that technology?

 Talking through incident detection and response can 
help management teams understand their 
organization’s technical capabilities and limitations. 
Here are a few examples we uncovered during incident 
response testing that have surprised management 
teams:



 Limited detection capability – We have heard about 
detection tools that have not been fully implemented or 
properly tuned to provide needed visibility, such as an 
IDS/IPS purchased and plugged in, but not yet put 
inline to actually monitor traffic. Other gaps include lack 
of alerting, no one assigned to review alerts, and IDS/IPS 
operating only as IDS, while management thought it 
was blocking suspicious traffic, not just detecting it.



 Audit logs – Some systems are not capturing audit logs, 
the logs are not retained long, or they are not included 
in monitoring via the SIEM.



 Skills gaps – Organizations may have one person on 
the team with needed knowledge on their security tools 
and how to use them. This can be related to reviewing 
firewall or IDS/IPS activity, retrieving audit logs, or 
creating and preserving forensic images. A tabletop 
exercise can help bring these gaps to light so that cross-
training can be planned.



We have known cybersecurity gaps 
and vulnerabilities?
• Incident response testing exercises can also help identify a 

variety of security control gaps. In many cases, the gaps are 
known to the IT team, but management was not aware and 
therefore remediation was not planned and prioritized. 
Some examples:Unauthorized use of cloud storage

• Sensitive information stored locally, against policy
• Lack of technical enforcement of strong password 

requirements
• Local administrator rights on some endpoints
• Delayed patching or obsolete operating systems



What does our cybersecurity insurance 
cover?
 Cybersecurity insurance is a frequent topic during an 

incident response testing exercise, and we often see 
challenges in this area. A common scenario is where an 
organization has cybersecurity insurance, but no one on the 
response team has good knowledge of what it covers, when 
it should be activated, or how to activate it. In some cases, 
the organization does not have clear guidance on who can 
make decisions around when to activate insurance 
coverage or who is authorized to submit a claim. These gaps 
can cause delays or even cause an organization to miss out 
on response services their insurance can help with, such as 
forensic investigation services or media response support.



Resources -



Helpful Internet Sources

 https://www.lmgsecurity.com/surprising-lessons-from-incident-

response-testing/

 https://www.lmgsecurity.com/incident-response-tabletop-exercise-

scenarios/

https://www.lmgsecurity.com/surprising-lessons-from-incident-response-testing/
https://www.lmgsecurity.com/incident-response-tabletop-exercise-scenarios/


CYBER SECURITY/INCIDENT RESPONSE RESOURCES

MS-ISAC: CIS Benchmarks (cisecurity.org) https://www.cisecurity.org/cis-

benchmarks

NIST: Cybersecurity Framework | 

NIST https://www.nist.gov/cyberframework

*How to Apply The NIST Cybersecurity Framework in K-12:

https://securityboulevard.com/2020/02/how-to-apply-the-nist-

cybersecurity-framework-in-k-12-school-districts/

SANS Institute: Cyber Security Resources | 

SANS Institute https://www.sans.org/security-resources

MS-ISAC K-12: https://cisecurity.org/ms-isac/k-12

Mandiant Article on Greater Visibility 

Through PowerShell Logging: https://www.mandiant.com/resources/greater-

visibilityt

https://www.cisecurity.org/cis-benchmarks
https://www.nist.gov/cyberframework
https://www.nist.gov/cyberframework
https://securityboulevard.com/2020/02/how-to-apply-the-nist-cybersecurity-framework-in-k-12-school-districts/
https://www.sans.org/security-resources
https://cisecurity.org/ms-isac/k-12
https://www.mandiant.com/resources/greater-visibilityt


CYBER SECURITY/INCIDENT RESPONSE RESOURCES

US-CERT: www.us-cert.gov

Carnegie Mellon University Software Engineering Institute:

www.cert.org

Information Security Policy Templates | SANS Institute

Community Preparedness Toolkit | Ready.gov

Cyber Incident Response | CISA

Federal Government Cybersecurity Incident and Vulnerability Response Playbooks 

(cisa.gov)

http://www.us-cert.gov/
http://www.cert.org/
https://www.sans.org/information-security-policy/?category=incident-handling
https://www.ready.gov/community-preparedness-toolkit
https://www.cisa.gov/cyber-incident-response
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/Federal_Government_Cybersecurity_Incident_and_Vulnerability_Response_Playbooks_508C.pdf


Vulnerability Assessment Resources
DHS CISA Cyber Hygiene Resources: Cyber Hygiene Services | 

CISA https://www.cisa.gov/cyber-hygiene-services

Nmap.org

OpenVAS.org

Nessus: https://www.tenable.com/products/nessus

Shodan.io to search your IP range to see what systems are 

internet facing (may find rogue or unsecured device)

*Before you have a company do a Pentest or vulnerability 

assessment, do your own to find everything you can so they 

have to do a deeper dive to find vulnerabilities.

https://www.cisa.gov/cyber-hygiene-services


RANSOMWARE RESOURCES

MS-ISAC: CISA MS-ISAC Ransomware Guide

CISA Stop Ransomware: Stop Ransomware | CISA https://www.cisa.gov/stopransomware

DHS-CISA Sheilds-Up Resources

CISA MS-ISAC Ransomware Guide https://cisa.gov

https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/CISA_MS-ISAC_Ransomware%20Guide_S508C.pdf?msclkid=db658a53a8a111ec9d1f5af4f07078b6
https://www.cisa.gov/stopransomware
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/CISA_MS-ISAC_Ransomware%20Guide_S508C.pdf?msclkid=db658a53a8a111ec9d1f5af4f07078b6
https://cisa.gov/


Risk Management Resources

NIST Risk Mangagement: https://www.nist.gov/risk-management
NIST: NIST Risk Management Framework | CSRC https://crsc.nist.gov/Projects/risk-management

MITRE ATT&CK Framework: https://attack.mitre.org

https://csrc.nist.gov/Projects/risk-management
https://crsc.nist.gov/Projects/risk-management
https://attack.mitre.org/


Important Sites

 InfraGard Portal : www.infragard.org

 Join the Patriots Circle:

 https://www.infragardnational.org/infragard-patriots-circle/

 Social Media presence:

 Website: https://www.infragardalbany.org/

 Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/InfraGardAlbany/

 Twitter: https://twitter.com/InfraGardAlbany

http://www.infragard.org/
https://www.infragardnational.org/infragard-patriots-circle/
https://www.infragardalbany.org/
http://facehttps/www.facebook.com/InfraGardAlbany/
https://twitter.com/InfraGardAlbany


QUESTIONS?

THOUGHTS?

DESIRED FUTURE 

EVENTS/TRAINING?


